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Abstract

Simultaneous detection of the Čerenkov light and scintillation light produced in hadron showers makes it possible to measure
the electromagnetic shower fraction event by event and thus eliminate the effects of fluctuations in this fraction, which limit the
precision with which hadrons and jets can be detected in calorimeters. In the RD52 (DREAM) project, the possibilities of this dual-
readout calorimetry are investigated and optimized. In this talk, the latest results of this project are presented. These results concern
the first tests of the partially completed full-scale SuperDREAM fiber calorimeter, which were recently carried out at CERN.
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1. Introduction1

In most modern high-energy physics experiments, the preci-2

sion with which the four-vectors of single hadrons and jets can3

be measured is limited by fluctuations in the energy fraction car-4

ried by the electromagnetic shower component ( fem) [1]. The5

RD52 Collaboration tries to do something about that. In our6

detectors, the mentioned fluctuations are eliminated by simulta-7

neous measurements of the deposited energy and the fraction of8

that energy carried by relativistic charged shower particles. We9

have experimentally demonstrated that this makes it possible to10

measure fem event by event [2]. We use scintillation light and11

Čerenkov light as signals for the stated purposes. Therefore,12

this method has become known as the Dual REAdout Method13

(DREAM). Since it is possible to eliminate fluctuations in fem,14

this method provides in practice the same advantages as intrin-15

sically compensating calorimeters (e/h = 1), but is not sub-16

ject to the limitations of the latter devices: Sampling fraction,17

signal integration time and volume, and especially the choice18

of absorber material. This has important consequences for the19

precision of jet measurements.20

At this year’s Vienna conference, we present the newest re-21

sults of our R&D program. These concern measurements that22

were carried out just before Xmas at CERN, in which our par-23

tially completed new dual-readout fiber calorimeter (called Su-24

perDREAM) was exposed to beams of electrons and hadrons.25

Since the data were only recently obtained, these results should26

be considered preliminary, and are likely to further improve in27

the future.28

2. The SuperDREAM fiber calorimeter29

Even though crystals also offer interesting possibilities [3],30

we believe that fiber-based detectors offer the most promising31
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applications for dual-readout calorimetry. For this reason, we32

have embarked on a construction program that should produce33

a device that is sufficiently large to contain high-energy jets at a34

level where shower leakage fluctuations are not dominating the35

hadronic energy resolution. Based on measurements of the ra-36

dial shower profiles, we estimate that a fiducial mass of 5 tonnes37

will be needed to contain high-energy hadron showers at our38

99% target level. For reasons explained elsewhere [4], copper39

should be the preferred absorber material for such a detector.40

Yet, it turned out that the absorber structures needed for the41

Figure 1: The partially completed RD52 fiber calorimeter during recent tests in
the H8 beam line at the CERN SPS. The insert shows the fiber patterns in the
RD52 calorimeter and in the original DREAM calorimeter.
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Figure 2: Response functions of the RD52 fiber calorimeter to electrons of 10 (a), 40 (b) and 80 (c) GeV, compared with the response functions of the DREAM
calorimeter to 40 GeV electrons, in the scintillator (e) and Čerenkov ( f ) channels.

high-frequency sampling calorimeter we want to construct are42

not easy to make. For that reason, the first prototype modules43

have been made using lead as absorber material, since this is44

relatively easy to extrude. However, recently we have also man-45

aged to build a few modules out of copper.46

Figure 1 shows a picture of the partially completed new47

fiber calorimeter while it was installed in the H8 beam line at48

CERN’s Super Proton Synchrotron, where it was tested in De-49

cember 2012 using beams of high-energy electrons and pions.50

The detector consisted of 11 modules (nine with lead absorber,51

two with copper). Each module measured 9.2×9.2 cm2 in cross52

section and 250 cm in length (≈ 10λint), and had a mass of53

∼ 150 kg (120 kg for Cu), which gave the detector a total instru-54

mented mass of a little less than 1.6 tonnes. Measurements of55

the radial shower profile showed that the showers initiated by 6056

GeV π− were, on average, contained at the level of 93.6% in this57

structure. Each module consisted of four towers (4.6×4.6×250)58

cm3, and each tower contained 512 plastic optical fibers (diam-59

eter 1.0 mm, equal numbers of scintillating and clear fibers).60

Each tower produced two signals, a scintillation signal and a61

Čerenkov signal, which were detected by separate PMTs.62

The main differences with the original DREAM fiber module63

concern the fact that each fiber is now individually embedded64

in the absorber structure, whereas the fibers were bunched to-65

gether in groups of seven in the DREAM module. Also, the66

fiber density has been increased by about a factor of two. As67

a result, the contribution of sampling fluctuations to the energy68

resolution1 has been reduced by a factor 2.2. The limit in the69

fiber packing fraction is determined by the fact that the read-70

out (eight PMTs for reading out the four calorimeter towers of71

which each module consists) has to fit within the detector enve-72

1This contribution scales like
√

d/ fsamp, where d represents the fiber thick-
ness and fsamp the sampling fraction [1].

lope. For that reason, we have chosen PMTs with a very large73

effective photocathode area2.74

3. Experimental results75

One of the most important (and limiting) characteristics of76

this calorimeter is the Čerenkov light yield. In the lead-based77

modules, we measured this light yield to be ∼ 60 photoelec-78

trons per GeV deposited energy, an increase by a factor of seven79

compared to the original DREAM module. The changes in the80

structure of the fiber module did indeed pay off in the form of81

a substantially improved em energy resolution. This is illus-82

trated in Figure 2, where the response function of the RD5283

calorimeter for electrons of different energies is shown together84

with the response functions for 40 GeV electrons in the original85

DREAM module [5].86

One advantage of the new fiber pattern is the fact that the87

scintillation and Čerenkov readout represent completely inde-88

pendent sampling structures. Therefore, by combining the sig-89

nals from the two types of fibers, a significant improvement90

in the energy resolution is obtained. This was not the case91

for DREAM, where the two types of fibers essentially sampled92

the showers in the same way. Another advantage derives from93

the greatly reduced distance between neighboring fibers. This94

makes the response (and thus the energy resolution) much less95

sensitive, if at all, to the impact point of the electrons. Because96

of the extremely collimated core of the em showers, there is a97

systematic response difference between particles entering the98

detector in the absorber material or in the fibers in this type of99

calorimeter. This difference is responsible for the non-Gaussian100

line shape of the scintillation signals in the DREAM calorime-101

ter (Fig. 2d), an effect that gets rapidly worse when the angle102

2Hamamatsu R8900, 10-stage, super bi-alkali photocathode
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Figure 3: Comparison of the em energy resolution measured with the RD52
fiber calorimeter, the original DREAM calorimeter [5], and the SPACAL fiber
calorimeter [6].

of incidence of the particles approaches 0◦. Interestingly, this103

effect is absent for the Čerenkov signals. This is because the104

very collimated, narrow core that characterizes the early phase105

of em showers does not contribute to the Čerenkov signals,106

since the Čerenkov light generated in this phase falls outside107

the numerical aperture of the fibers [5]. Because of the very108

small distance between neighboring sampling layers (fibers),109

this impact point dependence is almost completely absent for110

the RD52 calorimeter. This is illustrated by the fact that the en-111

ergy resolution scales perfectly with E−1/2 (Figure 3). In more112

crudely sampling fiber calorimeters such as DREAM [5] and113

SPACAL [6], the energy resolution clearly exhibits a deviation114

from E−1/2 scaling as a result of the mentioned effect3. At en-115

ergies above 20 GeV, the em energy resolution is clearly bet-116

ter than that of any of the other mentioned fiber calorimeters.117

Further improvements may be expected when the effects of the118

upstream preshower detector are taken into account.119

Analysis of the hadronic performance is still in an early sta-120

dium. Effects caused by light attenuation in the fibers and lat-121

eral shower leakage have yet to be taken into account. Yet,122

initial results are very encouraging, as illustrated by Figure 4.123

It has been shown [7, 8] that the energy E of a hadron in a dual-124

readout calorimeter can be found in the following way:125

E =
S − χC
1 − χ

with χ =
1 − (h/e)S

1 − (h/e)C
(1)

where S and C represent the scintillation and Čerenkov sig-126

nals measured for each event, and χ is a parameter that is char-127

acteristic for the calorimeter, determined by the e/h values of128

the scintillating and Čerenkov caloirmeter structures. For ex-129

ample, for the original DREAM calorimeter these e/h values130

were measured to be 1.3 and 4.7, respectively, which led to a131

χ value of 0.29. For RD52, the best results were found for132

χ = 0.26, which is no surprise if one considers that the e/h133

3Expressed in Moliere radii (ρM), the distance between neighboring fibers
is 0.022ρM in RD52, 0.099ρM in DREAM and 0.071ρM in SPACAL.

Figure 4: Preliminary response functions of the partially completed RD52 fiber
calorimeter to 20 (a) and 60 (b) GeV π−. No corrections for light attenuation
and shower leakage were applied.

value is closer to one for scintillator calorimeters with high-Z134

absorber material [1]. The signal distributions in fig. 4 are well135

described by Gaussian functions, and the average values are136

close to the beam energies. Figure 5 shows that the energy res-137

olutions are considerably better than for single pions measured138

Figure 5: Comparison of the preliminary energy resolution obtained for single
pions with the partially completed RD52 fiber calorimeter, and the published
resolutions for single pions obtained with the DREAM calorimeter [2] and with
the SPACAL fiber calorimeter [6]. The latter results are shown before and after
correcting for light attenuation effects in the scintillating fibers.
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in the DREAM calorimeter. They are not yet at the level of139

the compensating 20-tonnes SPACAL calorimeter, which holds140

the world record in this domain [6]. Based on the results ob-141

tained with the latter instrument, a significant improvement of142

the RD52 resolutions may be expected from taking into account143

the effects of light attenuation in the fibers.144

Figure 6: The dependence of the starting time of the PMT signals on the depth
(z) inside the calorimeter at which the light is produced. Also shown are the
time traveled by the beam particles from the front face of the calorimeter to this
depth z and the dependence of the time traveled by the light through the fibers
from z to the PMT.

To measure the light attenuation in the two types of fibers,145

a new method has been tried out for determining the depth at146

which the light was produced in the fiber calorimeter. A crucial147

aspect of this type of calorimeter is its longitudinally unseg-148

mented structure. However, the detailed time structure of each149

event makes it possible to obtain crucial information about the150

depth at which the light is produced. By using the fact that light151

travels at a speed of c/n in the fibers, while the particles produc-152

ing the light travel at c, the starting time of the signals makes153

it possible to measure the depth at which the light is produced154

with a resolution of ∼ 20 cm, as illustrated in Figures 6 and 7.155

Apart from allowing corrections for light attenuation in the156

fibers, the measurement of the depth of the light production in157

Figure 7: Event-by-event distribution of the depth at which the light is, on
average, produced inside the calorimeter by the beam particles (60 GeV π−).

this longitudinally unsegmented calorimeter may also turn out158

to be useful for other purposes, in particular159

1. Particle identification. Electrons may be recognized since160

they always produce light in the first 20 cm of the161

calorimeter module. In addition, the time structure of the162

signals is always the same, and significantly different from163

that of hadronic signals. The characteristic lateral shower164

profile offers a handle as well. A separate paper on this165

topic is in preparation.166

2. The depth measurement in several towers contributing to167

the shower signal may provide an indication of the direc-168

tion at which the particle(s) entered the calorimeter, thus169

allowing measurement of the entire four-vector.170

As shown elsewhere [9], the time structure, measured with a171

Domino Ring Sampler operating at 5 GHz [10], is also an im-172

portant tool for measuring the neutron contribution to the scin-173

tillation signals.174

4. Conclusions175

Dual-readout detectors hold the promise of high-quality176

calorimetry for all types of particles, with an instrument that177

can be calibrated with electrons. It provides a simple recipe for178

combining the signals from two active media, and this recipe179

yields a hadron response that is linear with energy, a Gaussian180

hadron response function centered around the correct value, and181

a good hadronic energy resolution, both for single hadrons and182

for jets. Our future plans in the context of RD52 include stud-183

ies of adapting the fiber readout to the demands of modern 4π184

experiments, e.g., by using silicon photomultipliers, a denser185

overall structure and projectivity.186
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